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Master Plan calls
for SJSU facelift
20-year plan includes demolition
of old structures, new library
By Nicholas D. Smith
I )41 ly stall writer
Things could be making more
sense around campus soon.
The 35-year-old administration
building on San Fernando Street
will be torn down to make way for a
new library structure, while sending
administrators to work out of
Wahlquist Library North, if longrange plans for SJSU come together.
The plans to demolish the administration building and build a new
library structure in that location
were a part of changes made last
wcck to the long-range plan for
SJSU.
Plan dependent on bond
However the entire plan, known
as the Master Plan, is dependent on
the passage of a bond measure next
year.
"If the bond issue fails, we get
nothing," said Alan Freeman, director of space management and facilities planning.
The way was cleared for the
demolition by designating the
administration building and the old
science building as temporary facilities, which means the buildings will
be demolished after being vacated.
A new science building near
Duncan Hall is already in the plan.
lithe plan is enacted, the 34 year-old science building on Fourth
Street will be torn down to "open up
a little bit of green space and open
up a little to downtown San Jose,"
President Gail Fullerton said.
"We think that will contribute,
we hope, to a sense of the community and the university being more
open to each other. It remains to be
seen what’s going to be built on the
other side," she said. "At the
moment there’s a blue wall."
While the demolition of the sci-
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Career day a no- stress job search
Career Exploration Day offers
alternative to pavement pounding
Its Jason Rothman
Daily stall

You are going to college to prepare for a future
career, but you have no idea what you want to do, much
less who you want to work for.
Before you get too depressed, there is hope.
More than 150 companies will fill the Event Center
for Career Exploration Day on Wednesday from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. to answer students questions about jobs after
college.
Career Day "is intended to bring representatives that
can talk about job opportunities to students, so they can
prepare for them before graduating," said Lupe Zuniga,
co-coordinator for Career Exploration Day.
"All student levels are welcome to the event," Zuniga
said. "People don’t have to come in business suits with
their resumes Just drop in."
Although sonic companies are looking to hire !WI

ence building will open the campus
to the community, the new library
facility will also make the library
more accessible to the community,
Fullerton said.
The need for a new library facility is based on 25,000 full-time
equivalent students, which is based
on total number of units and total
students enrolled, not on total students alone.
The new facility would bring all
library resources together, while
also consolidating administrative
personnel offices in the same
approximate location.
"I think the important thing about
the Master Plan is that it consolidates the library," Arlene Okerlund,
academic vice president said. "We
desperately need that."
The changes to the plan were the
"final piece of Master Plan changes"
under Fullerton’s administration,
Fullerton said. The changes were
approved at the CSU Board of
Trustees meeting Sept. 10- 11.
Okerlund and Dean Batt, vice
president of student affairs, said
they don’t mind moving into
Wahlquist, a building only three
years newer than the administration
building.
"The issue is how to serve students best," Okerlund said. "I can
work out of any office anywhere."
Administration consolidated
"The other positive I sec about it
is the fact that all three administrative services for the university will
he in the same place," Batt said.
"We have worked together as a team
and this puts us physicidly in the
same building arid I think there is
some merit to that as well."
Walhquist Library North has
been under renovation for some
time to house the administration.
"We would have been due for a

$135 million
project slated
to start in 1992

By Angela H ill
die event is designed to be in an informal atmosphere so Daily staff wrist
students can get information from companies. But they
can also make contacts for future jobs.
Julie Clark can’t wait. Since
"We are looking for special agents, computer special- graduating from SJSU in 1987 and
ists and sonic clerical positions," said Kevin Johnson, moving just two blocks from the
special agent for the FBI. "We were there last spring, proposed Guadalupe River Park site,
and we talked to a bunch of people, at least 2(10. It was she’s been anxious to have the
very successful."
vision become reality.
NASA research is looking for co-op positions and
"I’m really excited about downsummer interns, according to Jenny Kahn, the college town and I just can’t wait to have a
recruitment specialist
beautiful place to hike and jog and
"We are usually looking for mechanical, electrical run your dog," she said. "It would
and aerospace engineers," Kahn said. "Getting work be a great place for students to go."
experience before graduating is very important. The
Her hopes might be fulfilled
at
more experience before graduating, the better off you least partially within the next
are.
year. The tentative start date for con"About 5,000 students usually turn out for the event struction on Phase I of the park proevery year," said Margaret Wilkes, also the co-coordina- jcct is July of 1992, according to
tor for Career Day. "That’s impressive to employers. It Ken Talbot, project manager of the
is a positive experience for the students, because they San Jose Redevelopment Agency.
can ask any question they want."
The master plan tor the estimated
The event is designed so students can avoid the $135 million prolect shows the park
slut tv alniiisphere of a formal interview.

By Darcie D.
Daily staff virlicf

Johnson

a male
Here is a refreshing change
support group.
"Believing we can and we can," is the
motto of the newest prognini to come out
of University Housing Service’s residential life departnieni. Forty-seven students
attended the first meeting.
The program is designed to help male
freshman students living in resident halls

to "become more aware of who they arc,"
according to WO Cason, peer advisor for
the program, and "to enlighten male students with a focus on their needs and
issues as men on a university campus."
A list of 19 objectives were drawn up
by Cason to be completed during the
school year.
Objectives range from a retreat this
tall, developing a resource library with an
emphasis on male issues to developing a
"man of the month" program in each residence hall.
This group is targeted at freshmen
because 67 percent of residents in the residence halls are men, an incredibly high
number, according to Jean Marie Scott,
associate director of residential life.
Freshmen have been targeted opposed
to male students in general or women,

tie w adiit Int Ntralittit building a
decade ago," Fullerton said. "We
said give us a new library instead."
She said it also helps students
know where to find administrative
services. "It gives one place for students to go whether they’re going to
financial aid, to cashier, for counseling, whatever it might be."

Major changes coming
The Master Plan calls for major
changes to the SJSU campus over
the next 20 years. Among these
planned changes:
Ye A new performing arts building in the territory where the west
gymnasium on San Carlos and
Fourth Street is located
Ye A gymnasium to be located on
San Carlos at the location of the
original gymnasium built in the
1920s
)1. A classroom and faculty office
building in place of Hugh Gillis Hall
V. A humanities building on 10th
Street
Yr.. Two high-rise towers will
replace three of the brick residence
halls and house 2,200 residents
). 100 housing units will supplant Spartan Village, providing
apartments to students with families.
Throughout the planned changes
run a shared thread an old building will not be cost-effective to
bring up to modern standards and
will need to be replaced. In addition,
the growing enrollment coupled
with SJSU’s limited land base is
forcing plans for growth up rather
than out.
Many of the planned changes are
dependent on the closure of San
Carlos Street.
"We have a very small land base
for a campus of thas size." Fullerton
said. "Two-story buildings are not
the best use of our land anyway."
Often called the "library addition," by administrators, the new
library will actually be a separate
seven-story structure, connected on
See PLAN, Page 3

City Council discusses
scenic river park for SJ
extending from Virginia Street north
.dong the Guadalupe River channel
up to the airport. Phase 1 is
Confluence Park and Lake. what
Talbot calls "the belly" of the project. This widest section of the park
will be opposite the new arena with
picnic areas and festival grounds
between Santa Clara and Julian
streets, east of Highway 87. It is
scheduled to open concurrently with
the arena project in the summer of
1993.
"This park will he a green necklace that runs through the city,"
Mary Margaret Jones, a landscape
architect for the agency said. "It
may seem like a long haul now, but
it will be there for hundreds of
years. We’re creating something for
future generations."
With over 500 acres planned, this
"green necklace" will be hall the
size of San Francisco’s Golden Gate
Park. And that’s just what city officials think San Jose needs,
"We want people to look at this
park as an alternative to activities in
San Francisco," Goodwin Steinberg,
president of the Friends of

Men’s issues discussed in freshman support group
Male liberation
movement hits SJSU
campus with program
in residence halls

I tiesday, September 17, 1991

because freshmen males are at a higher
risk of failing academically and socially,
Scott said. "Men struggle finding success
in the environment." she said.
The program is "helping in finding out
who they are, not who they should be,"
Scott said.
Cason is interested in providing older
role models who are more secure with
who they are.
The male spectrum is still very limited
as opposed to the female spectrum,
according to Scott. If a woman is into
female issues she is a feminist, "there is
no term for men (being into male issues),"
she said.
All male students are invited to attend
meetings, women are not allowed. The
program can exclude women because it is
not a university club.

It comes out of l niversity Housing
Services so they have input on how the
structure of the program, according to
Scott.
Eventually there will be five such
groups including one for female issues,
one for gay, lesbian and bisexual issues,
another for disabled students and multicultural issues, Scott said.
Turnout for the first meeting, which
was held Sept. 9, was exceptional, according to Cason. the second meeting was
held last night in the dining commons.
Items on the agenda included a discussion
on how the program got started, updates
on a community service activity and the
resource library.
Male freshman students interested in
the support group can contact Wil Cason
at 924-6160.

Guadalupe River Park said.
San Jose’s Mayor Susan Hammer
thinks this central area will give our
city more of as own identity. "Lots
of cities have arenas, lots of citics
have stadiums, but you can count on
one hand the cities that have river
parks," Hammer said.
Financing for this ambitious project will come from the City of San
Jose’s Redevelopment Agency funds
as well as federal money. Land
acquisitions should be completed by
this winter, according to Talbot, and
environmental and water supply
studies are currently underway.
The Phase I section of the park
will be the location for the annual
Tapestry in Talent festival, bands,
fireworks and even the Great San
Jose Rubber Duck Race. The master
plan includes a riverwalk section
with access points at Woz Way, San
Carlos Street and Park Avenue.
"This is just what we need for
outdoor activities," Clark said. "The
fountains in plaza park are always
full of kids. They need another nice
place outside to play. I just can’t
wait to see it happen."

INSIDE
SPOICIN
Volleyball follies: After fise
game match, Spartans lose to l.SI.
for first time in 21 matches.
Page 4
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American history: The Indian
Summer Festival highlights Native
American culture.
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Removing a ’gag’ law
Bill aimed at lifting
the ban on abortion
counseling passes
through Congress
looks as though President Bush
will be going a couple of rounds
Itwith Congress in the ensuing
weeks, while advocates on both
sides of the abortion issue sit
ringside with bated breath.
Last week, the Senate OK’d a bill
by the House that would lift the
pban onassed abortion counseling at federally
funded family planning clinics. The ban,
which was introduced during Reagan’s
presidency and retained by the Bush
administration, made it illegal for clinic
counselors to offer abortion as an option
for patients with unplanned pregnancies.
Rather than bear the brunt of namecalling from pro-life activists who could
accuse the government of supporting the
murder of innocent fetuses, the
administration found a way to wipe its
hands clean of the matter. First, don’t
finance abortions for impoverished
women who cannot foot the bill
themselves; and secondly, ban
counseling that could in any way be
construed as encouraging abortion as an
alternative to an unwanted pregnancy.
Thankfully, it appears that the ban is
on its way out.
How preposterous that, in this day

and age of enlightenment, clinic
counselors could be held accountable for
the independent actions of another. Not
only held accountable but blamed.
However, there are a few things to
keep in mind before drawing such an
injust conclusion. Counselors do not
order clinic patients to end their
pregnancies with abortion, but rather
discuss it in the context of providing a
range of possible choices so that women
may make well-informed decisions.
Furthermore, even if a woman chose to
get an abortion after hearing all the
options, she still has not committed a
crime so why put the counselor on
trial? Last we heard, abortion isn’t illegal
(not yet, at least).
Now that Congress has decided that
the ban is just a little too restrictive,
Headmaster Bush will be forced to pick
up his big red ink pen and scrawl "F" at
the top of the bill (comments at the
bottom might read something like,
"Good effort but content was lacking;
conclusion not supported). That’s the bad
news.
The good news is that even though
Bush is expected to veto the bill, Senate
majority leader George Mitchell, DMaine, has publicly expressed
confidence that both houses will produce
the required two-thirds vote needed to
override it.
History shows that Bush has never
had a veto overridden. We think there’s
no time like the present for his winning
streak to be broken.

Resit Dominguez --Spartan D.

SO ... WHAT’S
YOUR POINT?

WRITER’S
F ORUM
Michael Monaghan

Buying into society’s unspoken rules
i

xcuse me, but could you direct
me to the Home of the Brave?
In this pompous, selfIimportant society we tout
bravery in our ritual oaths and
cultural chants but the truly
brave among us are few and far between.
And my guess is that if you saw
someone genuinely courageous, he or she
would strike you at best strange, at worst
deviant or even crazy.
I’m not claiming to be any hero
quite the opposite. If anyone had ever
been absolutely and distinctly defined and
hemmed in by societal standards and
expectations, that’s me.
Ruled by superegos like mine, most
people buy into whatever is the unspoken
social rule of the moment. We’ll buy the
right clothes, say the nght things, listen to
the right music, hang out with the right
people.
But it goes far, far beyond just the
superficial. People have been making
sweeping life decisions based on what the
neighbors think. My own mother, once the
features editor of this very newspaper,
gave up four years of education and a
great job (especially since she was a
woman in a "man’s" industry) as news
editor of the Roseville Press-Tribune.
Why? Because women in the 1950s were
mothers and wives -- not career women.
Those that did break the cycle to
become the first women executives were
looked upon as peculiar, unnatural and
even a bit touched. They certainly weren’t
praised for their clear courage.
My mother still likes to think she’s
progressive. She can give you a good
argument with her liberal politics, and

J

Support needed for survival
the world decaying to the point
of no return, or is the intangible
Isglue which binds us humans
together finally beginning to
stick?
Anyone who reads a newspaper or
watches television has seen the recent
strife in the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia,
and any of the numerous political hot
spots around the globe, but is this chaos
or evolution?
My geography professor once told
me, "The world is coming together, but
at the same time, localization is taking
place."! think that this statement best
summarizes recent world history. Case in
point the once indivisible unit known as
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
is now less three Baltic countries, though
they will no doubt be extremely
dependent upon other countries
economically. The European
Community, a consortium of 12
countries striving to combine their
financial resources, is a perfect example
of the reverse a unity based on mutual
need.
The world is coming together though,
considering its pace, one would hardly
notice. Closer to home, the United States
and Mexico are striking a deal to create a
free trade system a system that offers

jobs and wealth for the two countries. It
may have taken centuries to invent such
a scheme, but at least it’s a start.
Other nations are also catching on to
the "world community" idea. Great
Britain and France recently completed
the "chunnel," a thoroughfare underneath
the English Channel that connects the
two countries for the first time. The
commercial possibilities of this venture
are endless; yet who would have thought
these two nations, who were archenemies prior to the last century-and-ahalf, would share a common ground such
as this?
It may be naivete on my part, but I
think the so-called "New World Order" is
a reality that we will embrace in our
lifetime. Despite the fact that the human
race has tried so hard to extinguish itself
throughout the ages, we humans the
western, industrialized ones, anyway
are finally realizing that we need each
other to survive. Environmental groups,
economic conglomerates and geopolitics
have made this possible. Without this
interdependence, our world society is
nothing more than a rabble of embittered
tribes.
Michael Monaghan is a Daily staff
writer.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lucky to have a job
Editor,
Regarding "Homeless Inundate
Campus" (Sept. 12). It may be tempting
at times to feel sorry for ourselves and
the two jobs we were able to find and
have the physical, mental and emotional
energy to sustain; plus the fact that many
of us had at least an adequate high
school education.
Nevertheless, students at SJSU should
realize that a fine line does in fact separate them from the homeless: lay offs,

NFAXEW9s2R4o-3om28(2408)

medical emergencies and emotional
crises can have a profound effect on people’s lives.
The article begins with, "Some people
on campus believe that we, the students
at SJSU, have a responsibility to help
those not as fortunate as ourselves." The
author may have wished to be provocative, but it is my guess that people are
aware of the fine line I mentioned earlier
and don’t wish to be reminded of it.
Vickie Guidici
Graduate
History

The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned in to the Letters to
the Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN 104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San Jose
State University, San Jose, CA 95192-
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talks a good game about tolerance. But
somewhere, deep in the recesses of her
superego, her parents and their parents
before them are telling her that there is a
right way and a wrong way to be, look, act
and lead one’s life.
My parents, like just about everyone
else’s, made me hyper-aware of
appearances and other people’s
impressions of me. It’s something I’ve so
thoroughly internalized, it’s really second
nature.
Don’t get me wrong I don’t blame
my parents for this, for they got the same
from their parent.,, and they from their

Deeper even than
that is my
grandmother’s
fear, I believe, that
an unmarried,
childless woman is
something to be
ashamed of
parents before them. It’s a social tradition.
The ironic thing about all this,
however, is that my parents chafed against
their own parents’ standards, and in their
rebellious years probably discarded them
temporarily.
I had a summer-long debate with my
grandmother about my own future. You
see, she’s sure she knows just how I’ll turn

out, and that I don’t. She swears that in
her 83 years she’s seen enough to know
about these things.
She swears that I’ll get over my
"phase" of not wanting to get married, and
not wanting children. She seems to think
that waiting on a man and caring for
children is a gender-specific genetic trait.
Deeper even than that is my
grandmother’s fear,! believe, that an
unmarried, childless woman is something
to be ashamed of.
She’s been around the block a few
times, for sure, but I don’t buy her
arguments. That’s because I’m flexing my
bravery muscles and trying to reject the
time-worn standards upon which she’s
based her assumptions.
It ain’t an easy task. I find myself
hedging when I talk to people, weighing
their potential impressions if I admit I
know all the words to more than one
Carpenters’ song, once voted Republican
or support feminist causes. Will they think
I’m a polyester suburbanite? A redneck
Nazi? A radical lesbian feminist
intellectual terrorist?
I understand strangers’ tendencies to
make sweeping judgements based on tiny
glimpses of other people’s characters I’m guilty of that too. After all, we often
have no more to go on.
The key to bravery in the lace of this,
however, is to resist giving a damn. That
is a rare and powerful talent.
Now, if I could find a teacher.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Spartan Daily
executive editor. Her column appears
every Tuesday.
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ASLS: Hike maintenance class
registration deadline for Sept. 24 class,
$8 student/staff, $13 non
student/alumni. 6:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, call 924-5961.
ART DEPT.: "Negotiating the
Myth,- panel discussion. Lecture 5
p.m. An Bldg. 133.; Reception, Gallery
One 6 p.m. Art Dept., call 924-4328.
ASIAN. AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Large group meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Arnpitheater, call 295-5360 or 2866427.
ALTERNATIVE LIFE STYLES
POLITICAL ACTION

COALITION: Weekly meeting, 7
p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room, call 236
2002.
CADRE INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDENT ALLIANCE: Computer
Art Lab open house, exhibits and
demonstrations of student work on the
computer, 4 p.m., An Bldg. 237 and
241, call 266-7654.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
General meeting. 6:30 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Room.
MARKETING CLUB: "San Jose
Sharks, How to get into Sports
Marketing," 3 p.m. S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 243-3497.
SJSU MONTEREY CAMPUS:
Explanation of degree and credential

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at no charge. Deadline for submission: $ p.m. two days before publication. Forms
are available at the Spartan Daily, WLN 104. Limited space may forte reducing the
number of insertions.
7

pm, Monterey County
requirements.
Student Lounge, 1.193 Blanco
Circle, Salinas, call 755 6600

Campus

STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Free quit smoking
counseling, on going, Student Health
Center, call 924 6119

STUDENT SOCIETY FOR
TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION: "What we
look for in new technical writers,"
panel discussion, 7 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room, call 266-8434.
TAU DELTA PHI: Informational
meeting. 6 p.m..S.U. Loma Prieta
Room, call 578-4413.
VOICE: Officer Elections, 5 p.m.,
HGH 215, call 924-6322 or 971-4642.

PHONE: 924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

8761 or 971-2055.
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Teach in, discussion &
meeting. 6 p.m., DMH 22613, call 3357039.
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: Career Exploration
Day, 10 a.m., Event Center, call 9246033.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown -bag lunch:
students in transition, noon, S.U.
Montalvo Room, call 924-5930.
FANTASY/ STRATEGY CLUB:
Scheduled: "Paranoia," "Hero,"
"Amoeba Wan" and open gaming, 5:30
ui.S.U. Almaden Room, call 924-

4/404/ESOM78

MEChA: General meeting: guest
speaker Sofia Mendoza, 6 p.m.,
Chicano Resource Center, WLN, call
21486471)
NUTRITION AND FOOD
SCIENCE CLUB: Club mooting
guest speaker Or Saltniarch. I 1 1ti
a.m., Central Classroom Bldg II S.

924-31tst
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
General meeting, 2 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 281-9248.
AIR FORCE ROTC: POW/ MIA
information table, 9 am., An Quad;
POW/MIA candlelight vigil. 7 p.m.,
Spartan Memorial Chapel, call 297 -

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION: Testimony
Meeting, noun, S.U. Pacheco Room.
call (415) 342-4547.
ASLS: Scuba Class. 6 p.m., MU
Aquatic Center; Wednesday Night
Cinema: ’Thelma and Louise," 6 p.m.
and 9 p.m.. Morris Dailey Arid., call
924-6261 or 924-5%1 for scuba.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
ASSOC.: Lecture: "Liberation
theology, "4 p.m., BT 50, call 9245566.
AD CLUB: First Fall meeting. 6 p.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room, call 924-3270
or 265-1464.

Paraplegic climber reaches Half Dome peak
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
Calif. (AP) A rock climber paralyzed in a fall completed his second
major climb using his arms Monday
when he and his partner struggled to
the 2,200 -foot summit of Half
Dome, exhausted but elated.
Tension was high during the final
75 -foot leg of the nearly 2 -weeklong ascent by paraplegic Mark
Wellman and Mike Corbett because
they were worn out and almost out
of water.
"That was a fantastic climb, a lot
harder than we thought," Wellman
said after reaching the summit of the

famed Yosemite landmark about
1:30 p.m. "I feel I barely made it."
"I didn’t know if I could make
it," said Corbett, who placed the
lines Wellman climbed with thousands of pullups. "We laughed that
we wanted something harder than El
Capitan. We found it."
Wellman, a park ranger, was paralyzed from the waist down during a
climb of another Yosemite peak in
1982. He and Corbett gained international fame in 1989 when they
climbed 3,300 -foot El Capitan,
another Yosemite granite monolith.
"The second summit is much

sweeter than the first," Wellman
said.
After they reached the top,
Wellman was carried to his
wheelchair. First to greet him was
his girlfriend, Paulette Irving, who
gave him a kiss.
The climbing partners then
popped champagne corks. Wellman
hosed down a group of well-wishers, while Corbett dumped his bottle
over his head.
"It’s good to see you on top. I
wish I was there with you," said
Corbett’s pregnant wife, Nikyra,
wiping away a tear as she talked

with her husband from the Yosemite
Valley floor using a television link.
Before resuming the climb, they
split a breakfast bar, the last of the
food they took with them when the
climb started 13 days earlier on
Sept. 4,
"We’re both beat," Wellman
admitted in a two-way radio report
just before starting up.
"They sound like they’ve had
enough," Bruce Brossman, who
heads Yosemite’s mountain climbing
school, said later.
But Wellman had assured supporters and reporters: "We’re mak-

ing it; we’re making it.
With Corbeu leading, they had to
inch up Half Dome’s sheer face 75
feet to reach the summit. Part of that
climb required them to swing out on
their rope 8 to 10 feet from the wall
to get above an overhang.
"It’s not too bad," Wellman said
of the overhanging rock. "Maybe
more like 20 feet (out) at one place."
Another concern was the physical
condition of Corbett, Yosemite’s
most experienced rock climber. He
has reported numbness in his arms
from, in effect, making the climb
twice once to set stakes, then

returning to their former location to
clean up their equipment after
Wellman pulled himself up hand
over hand. ’
Because Corbett was so tired,
Wellman did almost all the talking
during the morning radio report.
"He won’t recover until he gets
home for a week or so, but we’re
going to make it," Wellman said.
The climb was supposed to take
eight days, but loose rock and foul
weather hampered their progress for
a couple of days.
Skies were sunny for the last half
of the ascent.

Jesse Jackson put CNN on hold Will the correct traffic radio report
Still has his foot in

presidential waters,
critics think he
won’t run anyway
Jesse
WASHINGTON (AP)
Jackson said Monday he is giving
his "most serious consideration" to a
third presidential race next year and
that other Democratic candidates
had little chance of winning over his
supporters.
Jackson said he had put a deal to
host a CNN public affairs show on
hold because of requests from supporters that he rethink his 1992
plans. He said he would meet with
backers during trips in the next several weeks.
The civil rights leader said the
fact that he won 7 million votes in
his 1988 campaign, twice his 1984

total, was evidence a third run
would not be a political mistake.
"If you keep growing you should
keep going," Jackson said.
Virginia Gov, L. Douglas Wilder,
the nation’s first black elected governor, entered the race last week and
his success depends on attracting
black voters, Jackson’s core support
group.
Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin is targeting the liberal and labor activists
who provided Jackson’s biggest
source of new votes in 1988.
Jackson said he saw these and
other candidates as "Democratic
allies" but said he was convinced
they could not win over his supporters, rattling off a list that included
minorities, the unemployed, trade
unionists and defense workers facing job losses.
"Many of them have to go after
my supporters because they have
none of their own," Jackson said in

an interview at his National
Rainbow Coalition office. "As I
have traveled around the country
and listened to the speeches and
watched the candidates, there is a
substantial body of Americans who
are not protected in their vision."
Jackson met with many longtime
supporters Sunday night, many of
whom expected him announce he
would not run in 1992. Instead, the
event turned into a campaign -style
rally and ended with Jackson
promising to take a hard look at the
race.
Jackson gave no timetable for a
decision, but noted he did not
announce his 1984 campaign until
early November. Although Jackson
sounded like a man determined to
run, he said he had "not arrived at
that conclusion yet but I’m giving it
my most serious consideration."
He said family concerns were the
only obstacle to running.

stand up’? Rush hour not as it sounds
become instantaneous, from lax other phony incidents this summer.
BOSTON (AP) A phony
report about a dog running loose machines to satellites, and we None of the fake reports was given
in a highway tunnel during rush have now become a world that to Metro Traffic clients.
The lawsuit filed Sept. 6 seeks
hour drove two competing traffic expects everything to be at our finunspecified monetary damages.
reporting companies into federal gertips."
Metro
Traffic
Control
Inc.,
"We don’t in.nd competition, as
court.
The story planted by one traf- based in Houston and the coun- long as they play fair," said David
fic-watching service to check out try’s largest traffic reporting com- Saperstein, Metro Traffic presisuspicions that the other was steal- pany, says in a lawsuit filed in dent.
"They want to sap our
ing information, has laid bare in a U.S. District Court that its Boston
lawsuit the competitive world of operators broadcast information resources and tie us up," said
traffic reporting as technology about nonexistent traffic jams over SmartRoute President Steve
improves and urban roads near two-way radios. The fake tie-ups Crosby, who admits his company
were not broadcast to the public. may have inadvertently used the
gridlock.
"We’re to the point where rush They were a trap to see if a com- information. "1 don’t think Metro
hours aren’t an hour any more," petitor, SmartRoute Systems of Traffic Control has ever seen a
competitor that has either this
said Rick Sirovatka, operations Cambridge, was eavesdropping.
According to the lawsuit, sophistication or the incredibly
manager for Shadow Traffic in
Chicago, which is not involved in SmartRoute got stuck reporting enthusiastic response."
Traffic reporting on radio and
the lawsuit. "You’ve got traffic the fake jams. The lawsuit says
SmartRoute used the story of the television is available around the
jams now literally 24 hours a day.
"Our whole lifestyle has dog in a tunnel on June 7 and three clock in many urban areas.

PLAN: SJSU will look different
at least one level with Clark Library,
Fullerton said.
The new library will contain
stack space, a reading area, technical
and public service areas, offices and
multimedia and audio-visual space,
according to the revisions listed on
the CSU meeting agenda.
The library services now located
in Wahlquist library and the
Instructional Resources Center
would also be located in the new
library.
The consolidation of the library

space "will make it among other
things, possible for the library to utilize its increasing scarce resource of
librarians better," Fullerton said.
The decision to locate the new
library facility in the footprint of the
administration building came after a
feasibility study by an engineering
firm decided that it was the best
spot.
"Instead of trying to keep two
entirely distinct and separate operations going, they would be able to
operate it as one library although it

would be two interconnected buildings."
"It was the logical place,"
Fullerton said, noting that other
locations for appearance, engineering or cost reasons, would not be
practical.
Other considered locations for
the library were: adding floors to
existing Clark library; building onto
Dudley Moorhead Hal
A new building on the west side
of the library near the computer center was also considered.

LOOKING FOR
FALL HOUSING?
Consider the Residence Halls at SJSU
Available for immediate occupancy
CONVENIENT
AFFORDABLE
Great way to meet people
Super Single rooms available
Meals and Utilities included
Cable TV Access
’Telephone/Voice Mail
Payment Plans
Open to undergrads/graduates
Call 924-6160 or come by the
University Housing Services
Office in Joe West Hall (corner
of 9th & San Salvador).
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Jim Litke
Jim Litke writes for
Associated Press
Some of Zsa
CHICAGO (AP)
Zsa Gabor’s eight husbands enjoyed
a longer honeymoon than new coach
Ray Handley may yet find with the
New York Giants.
The NFL season had barely
begun when Handley was informed,
and none too gently, that his shirts
were too wild and his play-calling
too conservative. And that was
before the defending Super Bowl
champions beat the Chicago Bears
every place Sunday except on the
scoreboard.
"I’ve seen a lot of people start off
in track races, in horse
slow
races, and still come back and win,"
Giants linebacker Pepper Johnson
said. "Well, this season just kicked
us in the butt.
"A lot of the guys, including
myself, never faced anything like
this. So now it’s kind of gut-check
time. Either we fight," he added, "or
we take a lot of blows the rest of the
season."
Until this seasor., about the only
thing most of the regulars in the
Giants lineup could remember about
self-doubt was being forced to read
"Hamlet" in junior high. That was
because under former coach Bill
Parcells, who left the bench for the
television booth before the season
began, this club was taught that fate
was something you controlled, and
that if you worked hard enough, she
was as likely to desert New York as
the Lady in the Harbor.
Parcells was usually as subtle as
a sledgehammer in his dealings and
during eight seasons in New York,
he built the Giants in his image.
They kept drafting bigger and
bigger players and kept grinding and
gnnding on both sides of the ball
until opponents wore down enough
for the one run, the one turnover, the
one sack, the one play that decided
most football games in their favor.
Everyone else in these passhappy times doubted Parcells’
tactics except his players. And you
only have to recall him repeating,
"Power football wins games!" over
and over amidst the turmoil of last
year’s Super Bowl celebration to
remember that even at the end of the
road, he was still working to cement
his hold on everyone and
everything.
Things were different with
Handley right from the beginning.
His only previous head-coaching
experience was at a Nevada high
school in the 1970s. He was ready
to leave the profession to attend law
school as recently as 1990. He was
an assistant under Parcells for eight
years, but he was much less
consumed with the game. He
thought the Giants could benefit
from some loosening-up. Some of
them, apparently, think otherwise.
The first to speak up was
Parcells’ prize pupil, Lawrence
Taylor. The game’s ultimate searchand-destroyer complained things
were too "free-spirited" in training
camp and maybe more discipline,
Parcells-style discipline, was called
for. And then were rumblings about
Handley’s decision to give the
starting quarterback job to Jeff
Hostetler over the rehabilitated Phil
Simms, about Handley’s preparation
and his play-calling right on
down to his choice of shirts on the
sidelines.
By the time Sunday’s 20-17 loss
was in the books, there was so much
soul-searching going on in the
Giants’ lockerroom that a
psychiatrist could have stumbled
inside and found a life’s work. Right
now, Handley’s players are still
pointing their fingers inward. But if
things continue going sour,
somebody else is going to start
catching the blame.
The Giants had the ball nearly
twice as long as the Bears (37
minutes, 9 seconds vs. 22:51), had
twice as many first downs (21 vs.
10) and put up identical numbers in
virtually every other category. What
set off the hand-wringing Sunday
was that the handful of plays that
decided the game in Chicago’s favor
highlighted by William
"Refrigerator" Perry levitating his
350 pounds high enough long
enough to block a last-m inutc fieldgoal attempt were precisely the
kind that the Giants under Parcells
would somehow have willed for
themselves.
"We’ve had more big plays
against us in three games now,"
Johnson said, "than we’ve given up
in whole seasons." But when he was
asked why, the best answer Johnson
could muster on his way out the
door was, "Who knows?"
"The place to start looking is
inside this lockerroom," Carl Banks,
another member of New York’s
lincbacking corps, said without
looking at anyone in particular.
Handley may find himself acting
tougher than he had planned in the
days ahead at least if he expects
to be around to celebrate any
anniversaries of note.

USF upsets SJSU in five -game match

Rick Romagosa

Above, the SJSU women’s volleyball team reacts with disappointment during
Saturday’s loss to the University of San Francisco. USE beat the Spat-tans for

Special to the Dad),

the first time in Dons history Saturday. Below, SJSU Junior transfer setter
Jennifer Liston goes up for a block on a Dons kill attempt.

Daily staff report

Bears make Top 25 for
first time since 1977

The SJSU women’s volleyball team suffered its first loss of the
season Saturday night at the University of San Francisco.
"I don’t think we played up to our potential," Said SJSU head
volleyball coach John Corbelli. "We may have taken USF too
lightly."
The Spartans (2-1) fell to the Dons in a grueling five-game
match, 15-12, 11-15, 1-15, 16-14, 7-15 in front of an approximate
crowd of 200 at Memorial Gym in San Francisco.
It was a welcome turnaround for USF, which had lost 13
straight five-game matches dating back to November 1988.
Corbelli said, "USF played great." and the Dons "really started
to come together at the end of last season."
The loss was the Spartans’ first ever to the Dons. SJSU had a
20-0 record against USF going into the match.
However, the Spartans were without their top player, 1990
first -team All -Big West outside hitter Dawnis Wilson who,
according to Corbelli, has an "unstable shoulder."
Senior middle blocker Leslie Page is also suffering from an
unstable shoulder, he said.
Nevertheless, Page had 11 kills against USF while junior setter
Jennifer Liston had 43 assists and three aces.
Replacing Wilson was freshman Rebecca Shubin, who had five
kills, two assists and six digs.
Citing the inexperience of the Spartans’ squad as a factor in
SISU’s loss, Corbelli also noted that overall, the team was "not
aggressive enough and people were not doing their jobs."
Corbelli noted that the inexperience of his team is likely to
cause the Spartans problems throughout the year. He also pointed
out that "there is a lot of pressure on the freshmen."
USF was led by the valiant efforts of senior Melanie Kaiser
and junior Lisa Tschanncn, who had 26 and 23 kills, respectively.
Setter Denise MacDougal had 60 assists.
The Dons, who are coming off a 10-20 season in head coach
Sue Bethanis’ first year at USF, improved their 1991 record to 3-3.
Next for the Spanans are the UC Santa Barbara Gauchos, who
visit the Event Center this Friday night for SJSU’s 1991 conference opener. According to Corbelli, Wilson should be available
for Friday’s competition.

BERKELEY (AP)
The University of California’s
football team knows this is no time to relax.
The Golden Bears, whose No. 24 ranking in this
week’s Associated Press Top 25 is their first appearance
in the poll since 1977, take their 2-0 record to Tucson,
Ariz., Saturday night for their Pacific 10 Conference
opener against Arizona’s Wildcats.
Neither Cal Coach Bruce Snyder nor any of his current players have ever lost to Arizona, and the Bears
won twice in Tucson last year, beating the Wildcats 3025 and then defeating Wyoming 17-15 in the Copper
Bowl.
Still, Cal’s players are taking nothing for granted.
"It’s not like it’s going to be fun," said Cal fullback
Greg Zomalt. "We’ve done well there, but that’s the
past."
Arizona, which hasn’t beaten Cal since a 33-16 triumph in Tucson in 1986, is 1-1 this season after a 28-23
comeback win over Stanford.
Snyder also discounts Cal’s recent successes against
the Wildcats as at least partially due to luck.
"It has to be because the games have been so wild in
nature," he said, referring to the fact that only nine
points separate the teams over the past four years,
despite three Cal wins and a tie.
"We have matched up well, though," he added.
’’Before this year, our defense tended to be more successful against the teams that closed down their ranks
and were conservative offensively. That’s what Arizona
had been."
Snyder called the Bears’ national ranking a compliment for all the hard work we’ve put into this thing."

Early season trends point to Bills ’Skins Super Bowl
Associated Press Three weeks
into the season and it’s time to get
ready for the Buffalo-Washington
Super Bowl that’s 15 games off
(counting playoffs).
Well, maybe give New Orleans,
Chicago and Houston three other
hot early-season teams a chance
to get in. But the other 23 need not
apply, including the Giants and
49ers, winners of four of the last
five NFL championships, but each
1-2 this year.

"We’ve won three games, that’s
all," Redskins coach Joe Gibbs said
after his team demolished Phoenix
34-0 Sunday, pitching its second
shutout in those three wins and
putting the Cards in their place after
a 2-0 start. An omen: in 1985 and
1989, the Cardinals started 2-0 and
finished 5-11.
Gibbs has a point, although it’s
hard to sell it to fans.
A three -game winning streak in

the middle of the season isn’t much.
Nor is a 1-2 stretch like the
Giants and 49ers are going through
_ each lost by three points on the
road to a contender Sunday, but are
close to being written off.
"We actually started to play well
in the second half. We’re not done
yet," says general manager George
Young of the Giants, whose team
lost 20-17 in Chicago when Mau
Bahr’s game -tying field -goal
attempt was blocked by a kitchen

appliance also known as William
Perry.
What’s happening to the Giants is
post-Super Bowlitis. Little things

that went right last year are going
wrong.
Last year, Bahr would have made
the field goal.
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GET PUBLISHED
WRITERS * ARTISTS * PHOTOGRAPHERS
Get real world experience as a contributor to Access Magazine, SJSU’s
twice a year publication. Access is seeking free-lance submissions for its
Fall 1991 issue. Please query with your idea no later than September 19
at 1:00 p.m. For questions and queries contact:

St SAN SARANDON

A
Department Of Journalism & Mass Communication Portfolio viewing
WLN 106, TTH,
Walquist Library North Room 125
17th & 19th,
San Jose, Ca. 95192-0055
1:30 p.m.
924-3246
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New Orleans is biggest surprise of early season
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
Three
weeks into the NFL season, the New
Saints
are
Orleans
among a handful
of undefeated teams.
That’s right, the Saints. The longtime doormat of the league. The
learn whose mortified fans donned
paperbag masks during the 1-15 season in 1980. The team that never did
better than 8-8 in their first 21 years.
The team that has now established itself as the team to beat in
the NFC West with a 3-0 record
. at least in the eyes of its players.
"We’re the ones on top and anybody that wants to move up has to
.knock us down first," said linebacker Rickey Jackson. "If anyone
doesn’t realize that, they better start
realizing it."
.
Starting to realize it seems tough
Ifor some, however.
:
Coach Jim Mora stopped the
Saints slide in 1987, his second sea-

son, when New Orleans went 12-1
and made the playoffs for the first
time. Since then, the Saints have had
two more winning records and a
second trip to the playoffs, but they
still have a hard time getting
respect.
"Is it hard for you to believe this
is happening alter all the had years
this team has had?" Jackson was
asked Sunday night.
"No," Jackson said. "We don’t
think about history. This team has
nothing to do with all those other
learns."
Maybe not, but even after the 247 trouncing of the Los Angeles
Rams on Sunday night, Rams coach
John Robinson wasn’t ready to concede anything.
"All I know is that we’re tied
with the San Francisco 49ers in our
division, and that’s our standard of
excellence," Robinson said.

That’s true. The 49ers, Rams and
Atlanta are all tied-- at 1-2.
New Orleans, which beat Seattle
after losing a 17 -point lead, then
upset the Chiefs in Kansas City with
big defensive plays in the fourth
quarter. Against the Rams, they
played a complete game.
"At times we’ve counted on our
offense to win, at times we’ve
looked to the defense for it, other
times we’ve had to have special
teams win it," said offensive lineman Stan Brock. "Now we really
arc playing together as a team and
we’re playing well."
A a strong pass rush left Rams
quarterback Jim Everett frazzled and
frustrated, while the New Orleans
offense racked up yardage. The
Saints held the Rams to six first
downs and 120 total yards.
"They played their tails off," said
Everett. "Either we were very pre-

New Orleans first possession.

dictable or they were predicting
everything we did. I was going to
my third and fourth receiver, and
they were covered. They really did
their homework on us."
Evereu, sacked five times, was 6
for 17 tor 71 yards and one interception.
"I think it’s maturity," said
Jackson, in his 11th season. "The
maturity of a lot of the guys. A lot
of the guys we need are starting to
come around now. All of Mora’s
teams are hard working teams, this
team is hard working and smart."
The Saints’ rushing game, which
ranked last going into the game, hit
its stride as Craig "Ironhead"
Heyward rushed for 72 yards and
two touchdowns, Gill Fennerty
picked up 81 yards on 11 carries.
Dalton Hillard, still hobbled by a
knee injury, gained only two yards,
but one was for a touchdown on

Memphis’ bid.
But he still believes the idea is a
good one.
We think it’s time the NFL
started looking outside the
metropolitan areas in the United
States for an expansion team,"
Farrar said Monday, the last day for
prospective owners to file applications to the league office.
"We’re not sure what the effect
will be," he said.
Applicants have until Oct. 1 to
follow with their 5100,(X)0 application fee. Half that is refundable if
the bid fails.
Fayetteville’s withdraw) left the
NFL with 14 prospective applicants
for the two franchises that are
expected to begin play in 1994. The
Tennessee town wasn’t the only offbeat locttle to make overtures _
Anchorage, Alaska also asked for an
application.

FAYETTEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Rest easy Jacksonville. Don’t worry
Baltimore. Charlotte and St. Louis,
you can relax.
Fayatteville, population 7,232,
has asked the NFL to withdraw its
application for an expansion franchise.
Sure, there was the problem of
the $100,000 application fee, but the
Lincoln
County
Gridiron
Association was serious. Just 70
miles south of Nashville, the newest
NFL team could have drawn from
the state capitol as well as Memphis
another city hoping to hit the
map with a professional sports franchise.
Fayetteville sent in its application
last week but didn’t include the fee.
Association co-chairman Dick
Farrar said the group will support

NBA -type salary
caps go to Europe
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MILAN, Italy (AP) NBA -type
salary caps are corning to European
basketball. Boris Stankovic, president of the International Basketball
Federation said Monday the limit
was necessary to guarantee "a balance of power" between wealthy
and poorer clubs.
Stankovic was in Milan for the
opening of the Italian league season.
Some Italian and Spanish teams
have been able to sign European
players who might have gone to the
NBA because they have no financial
limit on salaries.
Benetton Treviso, the Italian
team sponsored by the Benetton
leisure wear group, invested more
than $27 million to sign Yugoslav
guard Toni Kukoc and Italian center
Stefano Rusconi.
Kukoc, considered the best
European player, turncd down the
Chicago Bulls,
Messaggcro Roma, which had
signed Dan Ferry and Brian Shaw
on multi-million-dollar contracts in
1989, last year outbid NBA teams
for Yugoslav center Dino Radja.
Gianni De Michclis, the Italian
foreign minister who heads the
Italian Basketball League, said he
agreed with Stankovic’s stand on
salary caps.
PALM DESERT (AP) The
NBA salary cap, raised significantly
the past two years, pretty much
stayed in place this year despite the
wishes of at least three prominent
teams.
The NBA meetings in Palm
Desert, which ended Sunday, left the
salary cap in place. It rose only
$500,000 after previous annual
hikes of $2.5 million and $2 million.
Thus, with things so tight, only
three free agents have changed
teams since last season.
Although the Los Angeles
Lakcrs, Boston Celtics and New
York Knicks were believed to favor
liberalization of the rules to allow
them to add players to their rosters,
more than 10 other teams indicated
they are satisfied with the current
system.
Prominent teams are caught
between rising costs for rookies and
renegotiating contracts with their
superstars. Fourteen teams are over
the salary cap and by the time the
No. 1 picks arc signed this year, 22
of the league’s 27 teams may be
capped.
The eight Western Conference
playoff teams have not added a player since the draft. In three seasons,
the price of the top draft pick has
soared, from Danny Manning’s $1.5
million salary to Pcrvis Ellison’s
$1.8 million and up to Derrick
Coleman’s $3.1 million.
Proposals to put in instant replay
and make adjustments in the zone
defense and delay -of-game rules
were defeated at the meetings. The
rules won’t change this season.
The
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Atlanta Braves lost their leadoff
man in the midst of the pennant race
Monday when Otis Nixon, leading
the majors in stolen bases, was suspended for 60 days for violating
baseball’s drug policy.
The penalty, imposed by the
commissioner’s office after results
of drug tests became available
Monday, came with three weeks left
in the season and the Braves leading
Los Angeles by If games in the NL
West. The action cannot he
appealed, but it can be grieved
through the players’ union.
"If they (grieved) it, the arbitrator
would have to suspend the suspension," commissioner Fay Vincent
said. "Just filing a grievance, if they
do that, does not affect it."
Baseball arbitrator George

4

Nicolau would be the one to rule on
the grievance. He is on vacation in
Greece and not expected back for
two weeks.
Michael Weiner, assistant general
counsel of the union, said he had
spoken to Nixon and his agent, Joe
Sroba, earlier in the day. Weiner said
a decision on filing a grievance
would probably be made within 24
hours.
"I’m sure everyone is shocked
and surprised," Atlanta ace Tom
Glavine said. "This is the first I’ve
heard about anything like this. I’m
sure the guys will set out to do anything they can to do what it lakes to
try and take away from the way it
hurts our team."
A statement from the commissioner’s office said Nixon, who has
stolen 72 bases, was suspended for
violating his aftercare program and
the commissioner’s drug policy. In
August 1987 while with the
Cleveland organization, Nixon
entered a substance abuse rehabiliation center, although he never was
suspended.
Nixon went into the treatment
facility a week after being arrested
on charges of criminal possession of
a controlled substance and obstructing governmental administration. He
pleaded guilty to attempted obstruction of governmental administration,
and the drug charge was dropped.
"It has become standard procedure for players to get a 60-day suspension when they violate their
aftercare program the first time,"
baseball director of public relations
Rich Levin said.
Last week, Nixon missed a game
because of what manager Bobby
Cox said was a family emergency.
Cox said he did not know the details
of the absence.
Nixon was acquired by the
Braves in spring training for a minor
league in attempt to improve
Atlanta’s speed. Nixon responded by
setting a team record for stolen
bases.
Nixon is batting .297 with a .371
on-base percentage and 26 RBIs. He
has split time in left field with
Lonnie Smith, who is batting .280
with a .380 on -base percentage.
along with five homers and 36 RBIs.
Smith has stolen only six bases.
"The only thing I know is we
knew he was on an aftercare program when we acquired his contract," Braves general manager John
Schucrholz said from San Francisco.
where the Braves played Monday
night.
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"It’s too early in the situation for
mc to have any other thoughts
beyond that," Schuerholz said.
"We’ve coped with the loss of a lot
of key players throughout the year.
We’ll try the best we can to cope
with this."
Schucrholz said there was nothing the team can do to prevent
Nixon’s suspension.
"The team is not involved," he
said. This is a matter between Otis
Nixon and the commissioner’s
office. I’m not aware of the particulars in this case. I have no knowledge of what action would follow."
The penalty came after a weekend series in Atlanta in which the
Braves won two of three from the
Dodgers. The two teams play next
weekend in Los Angeles.
"The only thing I really have
seen is the report. It’s a case that’s
unfortunate for the Braves and for
Otis Nixon," Dodgers general manager Fred Claire said. "But you can’t
have violations of an aftercare program. Hopefully, any problems that
exist there will be addressed.
"The Braves have depth, they’ve
played very well as a ballclub. I’m
sure they’ll call upon all that depth.
It’s really a separate issue that goes
beyond the ballclub," he said.
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Nuke plant gets license just in time to shut down
LOS ANGELES (AP) A nuclear
power plant running for 24 years on a tentporary federal license soon will get its full
operating license, but state regulators
already are thinking it might be time to shut
it down.
The San Onofre Unit 1 reactor on San
Diego County’s coast is the nation’s third oldest operating nuclear power plant. It’s the
last one still running on a temporary or "provisional operating license," which first was
issued in 1967 for 18 months.
For years, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission withheld a "full -term operating
license" while it required $360 million
worth of safety improvements at the reactor,
which cost $89 million to build. More safety

modifications are needed, but the NRC
decided this summer it will issue the full
license by the end of this month, said
George Kalman, the agency’s project manager for Unit I.
"We know it sounds silly," NRC
spokesman Greg Cook said. "It sounds
stupid that we haven’t changed this provisional license years ago. It would be even
more stupid to just let it stay that way."
But California’s Public Utility
Commission will open hearings next month
on whether it’s worth charging ratepayers
$125 million for the additional improvements the NRC wants.
"We’re looking at whether it should be
shut down or not," said Robert Kinosian, a

policy specialist at the commission’s
ratepayer advocates division.
The commission doesn’t have direct
authority to force the Southern California
Edison Co. to junk the reactor, but it could
do so by denying the rate increase.
If the rate increase were rejected,
Southern California Edison would run the
reactor until at least late 1993, when it
would need refueling, utility company
spokesman Steve Hansen said Monday.
"To be honest, we don’t know what we
would do after that," Hansen said.
Southern California Edison first applied
for a full operating license in 1970, the year
the federal government stopped issuing temporary licenses.

The license was delayed in a paperwork
backlog during the 1970s while scores of
new reactors were built. Then it was held up
while Edison and the NRC debated safety
improvements in the wake of the 1979
Three Mile Island reactor accident and concerns over the nation’s older nuclear plants.
Edison owns 80 percent of the reactor,
located about 75 miles north of downtown
San Diego. San Diego Gas & Electric owns
20 percent Unit 1 produces 390 megawatts,
about one-third as much as each of the
newer, $4.5 billion Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactors next door.
Opponents of nuclear energy argue the
reactor is unsafe.
"It’s like a car with too many miles. It’s

dangerous. It’s inefficient," said Karl Ory,
executive director of Campaign California,
an environmental group.
Harold Ray, Edison’s senior vice president-nuclear, said the reactor is safe at least
until 2007 and is cheaper than other power
sources.

Unit l’s long run on a temporary license
"reflects the NRC’s willingness to allow
reactors with dubious safety records to continue operation," said David Trickett of
Public Citizen Critical Mass Energy Project,
a Washington anti-nuclear group.
NRC spokesman Cook disagreed, saying
the reactor’s safety was regulated just the
same under the provisional license as it
would have been under a full license.
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An amazing transformation is taking place on
South First Street between San Carlos and William.
Soon the entire area will be beautifully landscaped with
new palm and jacaranda trees, street furniture, illuminated
signage, and tiled sidewalks. In the meantime, please
continue to patronize the great shops, restaurants, nightclubs
and businesses that flourish throughout the construction zone.
You may have to walk a little further, but it’ll be worth it.
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Opened in
1970, the King Main
Library. as it is
commonly known,
offers a wide variety
of services, including
media and book
circulation, general
book circulation,
general reference
and a special local
and state historical
section.
One of the
Library’s most
unique features is
the Silicon Valley
Information Center.
The Center is the
first centralized
public facility to
chronicle the birth,
development and
impact of the high
technology
industries of Silicon
Valley. It provides a
variety of print and
nonprmt sources for
such purposes as
study of technology
development,
product marketing,
and employment
searches.
Call (408) 277-5754
for more
information.
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Reactors can withstand earthquakes, feds say
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The Diablo
Canyon nuclear power plant can withstand
earthquakes on certain hidden faults, despite
some geologists’ claim that the threat wasn’t
studied adequately, a federal official said
Monday.
"We and our consultants took this into
consideration," said Bob Rothman, chief of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s
geosciences section.
But Thomas Davis and Jay Namson, private consulting geologists from the Los
Angeles suburb of Valencia, argued the
NRC and Pacific Gas & Electric failed to
fully consider how hidden "thrust faults"
threaten the $5.6 billion, twin -reactor plant
on California’s central coast.
The decades -old debate on the nuclear

plant’s earthquake safety flared anew
Monday as a six -year seismic safety study
was discussed at a meeting in San Luis
Obispo, located near Diablo Canyon. About
150 people attended the meeting of a subcommittee of the NRC"s Advisory
Committee of Reactor Safeguards.
The seismic safety study was conducted
by PG&E, which owns the nuclear plant,
then reviewed by the NRC staff and its consultants.
The study, released in June, concluded
the reactors would safely survive if the nearby Hosgri Fault produced a major quake
measuring up to 7.2 on the Richter scale, but
that some walls must be braced to guarantee
they won’t fall on safety equipment.
During Monday’s meeting, Namson said

the study failed to adequately evaluate the
risk of thrust faults hidden within folded
layers of rock beneath the nuclear plant.
Those faults are different than the Hosgri
Fault.
"A good argument can be made that these
faults are capable of generating moderate to
large earthquakes" measunng 5.0 to 7.5 on
the Richter s(ale, Davis said in a recent letter to Mothers for Peace, an anti-nuclear
group. "There is still considerable debate
among geologists about the earthquake
potential of this area."
The safety study doesn’t mention any
hidden faults because it was drafted in 1988,
before Davis and Namson first raised their
concern, Rothman said during a telephone
interview from San Luis Obispo. But he said

C
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the issue later was carefully studied by
PG&E and the NRC.
Their analysis failed to find geological
evidence supporting the existence of any
active, hidden thrust faults, Rothman said.
Even if such faults did exist, the nuclear
plant would be able to resist any major
quake they generated, he added.
Mothers for Peace said a new, independent study should be performed by the U.S.
Geological Survey. Namson called the
PG&E-NRC safety study "technically
incompetent"
Sandy Silver of Mothers for Peace called
the safety study "lousy science. It also
shows an appalling lack of concern for the
health and safety of the general public."
For years, scientists believed the main

quake hazard in California was posed by
"strike -slip" faults such as the San Andrea.s.
During quakes on strike -slip faults, the
ground on one side of the fault moves honzontally past ground on the other side.
During thrust fault quakes, however,
ground on one side moves vertically past
ground on the other side. Some thrust faults
break through to the surface of the ground
but others don’t. Those are known as hidden
thrust faults.
The danger of hidden thrust faults was
demonstrated by the damaging Coalinga
quake that rocked California’s San Joaquin
Valley in 1983 and by the deadly Whittier
Narrows quake and its aftershocks, which
killed eight people in the Los Angeles area
in 1987.
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Latin music spices up Plaza Park
Far left: Gina Ramirez (left), 8,
swings her niece Erika
Karamanos, 2, as they dance to
Latin music in the downtown
Plaza Park Thursday evening.
Below: SJSU sophomore Patti Laca
strolls down two lines of dancing participants during the concert in the park.
Left: Dr. Loco playing with
Picante and Sabroso entertains
with latin rhythms. Although
the event was scheduled to be
the final performance in the
park, an encore showing is
planned for Sept. 26 sponsored
in part by the Downtown
Association.
Photos by Jeanette Glicksman

Native Americans gather for South Campus powwow
By Angela Hill
Nay staff writer
Little Spotted Buffalo Calf is
Cheyenne and Comanche. His true
home is the reservation in
Oklahoma. In his full ceremonial
garb with its turquoise-beaded leggings and layers of black and white
feathers on the headdress, he is
clearly a man of tradition.
Although he claims Oklahoma as
home, his current residence is in
Hayward. He’s a telephone repair
man. His American name is Murray.
He lives in two worlds.
Murray Rhoads is just one of the
Native Americans who celebrated
the Indian side of his life at a powwow at Spartan Stadium Saturday
and Sunday.
Under the huge, parasol-like tent
set up on the grass behind the
bleachers, Rhoads and representatives from over 64 tribes spun and
twirled to the constant, steady heartbeat of the drums. The powwow
was just part of the sixth annual
Indian Summer Festival, a fundraiser for the American Indian Center of
Santa Clara Valley.
"The powwow is a celebration of
tribes and tradition," Curtis Reeves,
of the center said. "It’s a family

event. There’s no alcohol served,
and the little children are very
important. It’s really for us, but we
share it all with the public."
And much of the public was
there. Crowds reached nearly
20,000 over the two-day event,
Reeves estimated. People of all
nationalities watched the dancing
and milled about the craft and food
booths trying to decide between buffalo burgers and Navajo tacos. The
Indians danced, sang and shared
their unique traditions customs
unique to each tribe and to Indians
in mainstream American society as
well.
Rhoads is aware of the importance of celebrating this side of his
life.
"This rejuvenates us," he said.
"We stick together no matter what
tribe. It brings us back to traditions
that we must pass on to our kids."
Although he has lived in
Hayward since 1977, home will
always be on the reservation.
"I came out here to get a job,
that’s all. I feel like I live in two
worlds one to make a living and
one of tradition," Rhoads said.
Appearing Spirit, also known as
Joe Betsillie of Oakland, is a friend
of Rhoads. They sing and play

drums in one of the musical groups
which played for the dapcers.
Anything but traditionally dressed,
Betsillie, in his ski cap. T-shirt,
shorts and Revo sunglasses, echoed
Rhoads’ opinion about home.
"Home for me is in New
Mexico," he said. "I’ve been out
here for 28 years, but I’ll always go
back to the reservation." Betsillie is
Pueblo and Navajo.
Although geographically away
from home, the traditions and values
of the Indian heritage are constantly
with the Native Americans. One
woman even carries part of the
reservation with her literally.
Around her neck, Liz Grannell, a
Mohican, always wears a small
pouch containing a stone from her
Wisconsin reservation.
"It’s a reminder of my heritage
and the values of my people," she
said.
Grannell values the powwows as

well. "We’re not history re-enactors.
This is a living culture and as disseminated as our individual societies were at one time, it’s so good
to see us pulling together."
Although the powwow itself has
a long history ceremonial gatherings within a tribal community to
honor elders or name children
today’s public intertribal form is a
post World War II phenomenon,
according to Alan Levanthal of the
department of social science at
SJSU.
"After Indians were relocated to
urban areas, the intertribal powwow
developed," he said.
"The powwows are a renewal of
well-being but they’re also for fun.
That’s something people don’t
always equate with Indians fun."
Murray Rhoads recognizes the
fun. It’s part of one of the worlds he
lives in. and he lets his two sons
know about it as much as possible.

"One boy is nine and one’s 14.
They play soccer and basketball, but
then the whole family gets together
and works on the costumes. It’s a
family thing," he said.
Despite his two names and two
worlds. Rhoads knows where his
heart is and which values he wants
his family to live by. He’s an Indian
first and for this he celebrates.

$ FREE MONEY$
For college students
up to $20.000 dollars a year
in Grants
No paybackNo one refused
1-800-444-7016

Start your own Fraternity?
Here’s how...
Have you ever thought about starting
your own Fraternity? Now you have
the chance.

COPY CARD EXCHANGE
Exchange your old
CZ 4-0441 for the NEW
SPARTANCARD
AT THE COPY CENTER
3RD FLOOR CLARK LIBRARY
WHEN?
Until SEPT 8th:
Monday - Friday
SEPT

10 am - 2 pm

9th .

Mon / Wed /Thurs
Tuesday / Friday
Sunday

10 am - 8 pm
10 am - 2 pm
2 pm - 4 pm

SEPT 23rd - OCTOBER 11th:
10 am - 2 um
Monday - Friday

See related
photographs on
Indian Summer
Festival, page 9.

Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity is reestablishing a chapter at San Jose
Slate this semester. We are looking
for a group of dynamic and hard
working individuals that want the
challenge and fun of creating an
organization front scratch.
What will be expected of you if you
join Phi Sig? You will be expected to
recruit your most outstanding friends
and classmates to work with you.
You will be expected to co-author a
constitution and bylaws that provide
the new fraternity with a set of high
standards.

You will be expected to develop an
exciting social,scholastic,and athletic
program that will provide growth
opportunities for your members. You
will be expected to co-operate with
existing fraternities of the Greek
system. Most of all you will be
expected to be a leader.
What can you expect from Phi Sigma
Kappa? You can expect help from
our local alumni group, our regional
officers,
our
international
headquarters staff, and our 12
collegiate chapters in California and
Arizona.

You can expect an outstanding
national leadership school this
summer. You can expect an extensive
scholarship program from the Phi
Sigma Kappa Foundation. Most
important you can expect a lifetime
of true brotherhood and friendship.
Sound interesting? Give us a call at
298-3500 and ask for Director of
Expansion
Lou
Redenbaugh
(September 15-30) or our International Headquarters at 1-800-8438357.
If you want to set the standard, not
just follow it, this is the place.
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Doing what others dream about.
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Indian Summer Festival hits SJSU

Top: Red hawk, Mocking Bird and Robert Tahanno demonstrate the "Two Step" dance for Betty Michaels Saturday during the Indian
Summer Festival at Spartan Stadium.
Middle right: Winterflower and Morning Star perform during an exhibition of the Aztec Dancers.
Above right: Jimmy Elk holds up a mirror for Brenda Reynolds and her son Michael as Brenda tries on one of Jimmy’s hand -made sweaters.
Above left: Jose Vasquez of the Aztec Dancers prepares himself to perform on the center stage for the evening.
Photos by Donna llrammer
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New fraternity
show no change

Beta Theta Pi seeks
new leaders, new
mem bers for Fall
By Traci Deguehi
Duly suff wnter

History continues to be made in the
Interfratemity Council as a new national fratemity makes its place on the SJSU campus.
Alongside the IFC Rush, which was held from
Sept. 5-14, Beta Theta Pi’s table sat out in the art
quad, heavily covered with Beta paraphernalia.
Beta brochures, shaving razors, pens and buttons
promoted the new colony of Beta Theta Pi.
For Martin Dixon, director of expansion for
Beta Theta Pi, a long week of Rush was the only
the beginning for the Beta’s steps in establishing
themselves first as a colony, and then as a chapter.
"I think it went well," he said. "It was a small
Rush. We try to be selective. If you want to be a

hounding Father, you have to ruse yourself."
Dixon was accompanied by another Beta representative, Adym Rygmyr, and during their time
away from their Oxford, Ohio office working the
students at SJSU, the two vent their time rallying
support.
The Beta’s have already successfully assembled some officers such as a financial adviser,
chapter counselor, and have Industrial Systems
Engineering Chairman Dr.Emest Unwin as a faculty adviser. Four Founding Fathers have also
been named,
Bill Reese, one of the Founding Fathers and
Social Chair, was not sure about joining a fraternity until he stumbled upon the Beta’s at a casino
night Rush function.
"I realized what a neat opportunity I had by
being a Founding Father of Beta Theta Pi. At first
1 was a little hesitant until I saw the alumni support," Reese said,
Beta alumnus in the area hail from such campuses such as San Diego State University,
University of Southern California and from as far
Colorado. Colony counselor and SDSU alumni

Bill Craft reflects the alumni enthusiasm. We
have 40 really excited, pumped alumni," he said.
Craft also said that amongst the 12 other Iratemities, the Beta’s plan to image themselves as
the "gentlemen’s" fraternity. Not only do they
pride themselves on high tradition, they also
stress a 2.5 GPA, higher than most other Inucmities 2.0 GPA requirement.
"We want to get established, and we don’t
have a certain amount of numbers in mind, but
we want to get some good guys that will do a
quality job," said Craft,
"In about two years," he said. "I think we’ll be
able to petition to the national convention to
become a chapter."
As a part of becoming a colony that will later
become a chapter, the Beta’s must show outstanding achievements in grades, community service
and other areas. Reese said that for this semester,
they plan on helping out in soup kitchens to feed
the homeless,
Also as a plan for the semester, Dixon said that
four Beta alumni involved in real estate have
been looking for a house,

Senate OKs redistricting plan that
could give GOP six additional seats
State senators have
SACRAMENTO (AP)
overwhelmingly approved their own reapportionment plan, but that may be the easiest hurdle for
lawmakers as they try to redraw legislative and
congressional districts,
Following the Senate’s action Monday, a twohouse conference committee spent about four
hours discussing various reapportionment proposals without reaching agreement.
The panel, which includes the Legislature’s
top leaders, was scheduled to meet again today.
Legislators were scheduled to adjourn last
Friday but lack of agreement on reapportionment
forced them to extend the session. The disagreement has focused on Assembly and congressional
lines.
The Legislature is required to redraw districts
for the Legislature, the state’s congressional delegation and a state tax board every 10 years to
reflect population changes revealed by the federal
census.

blacks.
Senate President Pro Tern David Roberti, DLos Angeles, described the plan as "one of consensus" that would not totally satisfy everyone
but would meet "the basic test of fairness."
"It is hardly incumbent protection," he said.
"Some of the current members of this house will
have to move if they intend to seek re-election. At
least a quarter of the membership will have large
numbers of new and uncertain voters in their districts."
Under the Senate plan, Republicans are almost
assured of winning a new district that would
include parts of San Diego and Riverside counties.
They would also have a good chance of capturing seats now held by Sens. Mike Thompson,
D-St. Helena. Rose Vuich, D-Dinuba, Gary Hart,
D-Santa Barbara, Robert Presley, D-Riverside,
and Killea because of low Democratic voter
strength in those districts.

Passed with 37-0 vote

Impossible to protect Democrats

It’s an extremely important process because
how lines are drawn can determine if Republicans
or Democrats will have majorities in Sacramento
and Washington.
The Senate plan, sent to the Assembly on a
37-0 vote, is basically the same one that the
upper house’s leaders unveiled two weeks ago at
a state Capitol press conference.
It would result in the election of at least one
and possibly as many as six additional
Republican senators in the coming decade. It also
could lead to the election of at least one more
Hispanic senator.
There are currently 26 Democrats, 13
Republicans and an independent in the Senate but
one Democrat, Sen. Lucy Killea of San Diego,
plans to drop her party affiliation if Gov. Pete
Wilson signs legislation that would allow her to
run for re-election next year as an independent,
Three senators are Hispanics and two are

Democratic leaders said the party’s declining
share of registered voters, rapid growth in traditionally Republican suburbs, the need to create
more minority districts to satisfy the federal
Voting Rights Act, and the presence of a
Republican in the governor’s office made it
impossible to protect all Democratic incumbents.
Even the two Democrats with the most to lose
if the plan becomes law, Sens. Cecil Green, DNorwalk, and Ralph Dills, D-Gardena, voted for
the new districts,
The plan carves up Green’s 33rd District and
Dill’s 30th District, shifts Green’s seat, in effect,
to the heavily Republican Riverside-San Diego
district and uses part of Dill’s district to create a
heavily Hispanic seat in Los Angeles County.
To stay in the Senate, Green would have to
move and run against another incumbent when
his term is up next year. Dills, whose term is not
up until 1994, said he might run in 1992 for the

27th District, which is now represented by Sen.
Bill Greene, D-Los Angeles, who is retiring,
"I am not the retiring type," said Dills, 81, who
served in the Assembly in the 1930s and 40s
before spending time on the Municipal Court
bench and in the Senate.
Senators serve staggered four-year terms, so if
Dills ran again in 1992 and lost he would still
have two years left on his current term.

Monster district proposed
Among the proposals before the conference
committee Monday was a plan for the Board of
Equalization, an elected state tax panel. The plan
included one district that would cover 43 counties
and perhaps three-fourths of California’s land
area
The district includes the entire state north of
Los Angeles and the Inland Empire, except for a
pocI.et surrounding the Sacramento -San
Francisco corridor, a part of the Central Valley
south iof Sacramento and the coast south of San
Franc
Thesco.district is a "Malibu -Monterey Park Mojave-Mendocino-Modoc monster," said Brad
Sherman, chairman of the Board of Equalization.
But Assembly aide Bill Cavala said the configuration was selected to improve Latino representuition in the south.
"Obviously, anyone representing the district
would have a very tough job," Casale said.
Reps. Vic Fazio of West Sacramento and
Howard Berman of Los Angeles proposed three
redistricting plans for the state’s 52 congressional
seats. Fazio said one proposal supported by the
state’s Democratic congress members calls for 27
Democrats and 25 Republicans. The current split
is 26-19.
Senate Republican Leader Ken Maddy said
passing several plans was confusing. "It’s like
betting a trifecta," he said. "The odds are long.
but I think this is the best way of passing the
plans," Berman said.

Thomas’ testimony over, but debate surrounding
his political views still rages among Democrats
Bush says he’s
optimistic about
confirmation
WASHINGTON
(AP)
-Supreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas concluded five days of grucling confirmation testimony
Monday as the nation’s legal establishment said he was an outstanding
candidate but not the best possible
choice for the high court.
Thomas renewed his pledge not
to bring an ideological agenda to the
Supreme Court and Democrats continued to complain that he had
ducked questions about controversial views he had expressed in the
past.

"I’ve been treated fairly"
"Whatever you determine, I’d
like to reiterate that I’ve been treated
fairly," Thomas told the Senate
Judiciary Committee before leaving
the ornate Senate Caucus Room.
President Bush telephoned
Thomas "and congratulated him on
the completion of his testimony,"
presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said.
"The president said that Judge
Thomas’s testimony showed the
American people that he has an outstanding record, is committed to the
rule of law, and will preserve and
protect the Constitution," Fiuwater
said in a statement.
"The president is confident that
Judge Thomas will be confirmed,"
he added,
The head of the American Bill
Association’s judicial screening
panel said that Thomas was an out
standing nominee but not the most
qualified candidate.
President Bush had called
Thomas the test qualified person for
the job when he nominated him to
succeed Justice Thurgood Marshall.

Ronald Olson said that Thomas
was rated "qualified" for the
Supreme Court because he was an
outstanding candidate.
But to receive the ABA’s higher
"well-qualified" rating, "the candidate has to be among the most
prominent members of our prolession," Olson said.

Little experience as judge
Thomas did not meet that standard because of his limited expenence as a federal appeals judge. "He
has not been faced with those expericnces, he is untested," Olson said,
Olson noted that two members of
the panel dissented from the rating,
primarily because of Thomas’ lack
of legal experience.
The two dissenters, who found
Thomas unqualified, cited his writings and articles in legal journals
that "have been criticized by a wide
range of individuals," Olson said.
Democrats continued to complain
that Thomas had ducked questions
on important issues after disavowing
provocative opinions he had
expressed on a number of topics
when he was an official in the
Reagan administration.

Vanishing views
"Your vanishing views, Judge
Thomas, have become a major
issues in these hearings," Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass. and a
leading liberal on the committee,
told the nominee,
"It’s difficult to accept the notion
that the nioment you put on that
judge’s robe ail the views and pod’
bons which you held pnor to going
on the bench just magically disappear,"
said
Sen.
Howard
Metzenbaum. D-Ohio and another
liberal.
"It’s like the shades are pulled
down; you really don’t know where
he is," Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-V I.,

told reporters
But the complaints did not dampen predictions from both sides that
Thomas’ nomination was heading
toward Senate confirmation,
"I assume that’s why he thinks its
not necessary to answer questions,"
Leahy said,
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R -Utah, predicted that Thomas would win the
support of eight or nine senators on
the 14 -member committee. Sen.
Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-Del. and the
panel’s chairman, said the panel of
eight
Democrats
and
six
Republicans would vote in two
weeks.
The committee will conclude
hearings Friday after hearing testimony from civil rights and other
interest groups. Biden said.
In an exchange typical of the
hearings, Thomas tried to assure
Biden he had no agenda.

Supports death penalty
"I do not approach these cases
with any desire to change them,"
Thomas said.
"If you had a desire to change
them, would you tell us’?" Biden
said,
"I don’t think so," said Thomas
with a laugh.
"That’s what worries me," Biden
said,
But Thomas did endorse the
death penalty, telling senators that
"philosophically, there is nothing
that would bother me personally
about upholding it in appropriate
cases."
Aside from Marshall, the only
absolute opponent of capital punishmcnt, all the other Supreme Court
justices favor the death penalty in at
least some circumstances.
Democrats continued to press
Thomas to reconcile views he stated
in speeches with his insistence hc
has no philosophical bias.
Kennedy, saying he had "major

concerns about your nomination,"
said he was not prepared to overlook
the controversial speeches Thomas
gave and articles he wrote when he
chaired the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.
"If nominees can blithely disavow past views, if we permit them
to dismiss views as full of sound and
fury signifying nothing, we are abdicating our constitutional role,"
Kennedy said.
Abortion and natural law
These include a 1987 speech in
which Thomas praised an anti-aborDon article as a "splendid example
of applying natural law."
Throughout his testimony,
Thomas has insisted that he was not
endorsing the conclusions of the
article, that he was merely making a
rhetorical point to a conservative
audience,
"To millions of American women
who look to you on abortion, your
answer is, ’Trust me, I have an open
mind," Metzenbaum said.
Hatch dismissed the criticism of
Thomas, saying:
"We all give speeches we wish
we hadn’t. I might think Sen.
Kennedy might have done that himself once or twice in his career."

NEW YORK (AP) Average
scores on the ACT Assessment held
steady in 1991 from the previous
year, but test officials hailed the
results as a sign minority students
are gaining in school achievement.
The composite average was 20.6,
unchanged from 1990. Scores on the
four-part exam, the predominant
college entrance test in 28 states
mainly in the West and Midwest,
have barely moved since 1987,
when they averaged 20.8.
The multiple-choice test is scored
on a scale of 1-36. The average on
the ACT, administered by American
College Testing in Iowa City, Iowa,
was based on the scores of 797,000
students who graduated from high
school last spring,
ACT revised its exam in 1989,
and test officials said national averages from 1987 through 1989 were
converted to make them comparable
to scores on the revised test.
ACT President Richard L.
Ferguson said he was encouraged
that scores have held up despite
steady increases in the numbers of
minority test-takers.
Nearly 27 percent of all test-takers were non-white in 1991 cornpared with 21 percent in 1987,
according to a summary report,
Eighteen percent more black students took the test in 1991 than in
1987, 50 percent more Asian-Pacific
Islanders, 47 percent more Puerto
Ricans and Cubans, and 37 percent
more Mexican -Americans. But 4
percent fewer whites took the exam,
"The increasing populations of
minority students taking the ACT
and the stability of their scores as
their numbers increase are welcome
trends," Ferguson said.
He attributed that stability to
"increasing numbers of ACT-tested
minority students ... completing a
strong program of core courscwork
in high school."

Black test-takers completing high
defined as
school core programs
four years of English and three Kirs
each of math, social studies and fiat ural sciences rose from 31 per cent in 1987 to 45 percent in 1991.
Among all test-takers, 51 percent
completed core programs in 1991,
compared with 38 percent in 1987.
"What we see in the ACT scores released today is dramatic proof ...
that all students benefit from taking
core subjects: English, math, social
studies and science," said U.S.
Secretary of Education Lamar
Alexander. "Students don’t know
what they don’t study."
The ACT report made for slightly
more upbeat reading than the release last month of Scholastic Aptitude
Test scores. Verbal SAT scores for
the class of ’91 sank to an all-time
low, and math averages dropped for
the first time since 1980. About 1
million students take the rival SAT,
which predominates in the remaining 22 states.
ACT officials said it would be
wrong to draw the conclusion that
five years of stagnant test results
mean education reform has gotten
nowhere.
"This is just a snapshot of a small
slice
of education,"
said
spokeswoman Patricia Fan-am.
The ACT tests English usage and
mechanics, math ability, science reasoning, and includes reading pas sages in social studies, science, art
and literature. It is considered a
broader test of school achievement
than the SAT, which covers math
and verbal reasoning skills.
A revised SAT featuring, among
other things, more reading comprehension problems and an optional
essay portion, is due in 1994.
ACT officials have consistently
refused to release state -by -state
ACT averages, arguing it would
invite invalid comparisons.

Carlsson resigns after Swedish
taxpayers express anger at polls
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) -’The Social Ekinocrais succeeded,
Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson to a large extent, in creating a sociresigned Monday after his Social ety where no one is poor, everyone
Democratic Party’s resounding has adequate housing, education and
defeat in parliamentary elections, health care, and income is redisbut the conservative victors were tributed for the welfare of society as
having trouble forming a new gov- a whole.
ernment.
But as costs rose, younger
Opposition parties on the right of Swedes began to object to bureauthe political spectrum promised tax cratic inefficiency and lack of
cuts, less bureaucracy and less choice in such matters as child care
spending
thereby winning broad and doctors.
support from voters wearied by a
The Social Democrats won 138
tax burden of 60 percent for the seats Sunday, 19 fewer than before.
average worker.
The Left Party whose votes have
In balloting Sunday, five non - allowed the Social Democrats to
socialist parties won 195 of the 349 form a minority government since
seats in the Riksdag, while socialist 1982 won 16.
parties the Social Democrats and
The socialist _parties won 42.7
won a total of 154. percent of the 5.48 million votes
the Left Party
However, four of the five non- while the non-socialist alliance won
socialist parties rejected dealings 47.1 percent. Voter turnout was estiwith the far-right New Democracy mated at 85 percent, down 1 percent
party, which won 25 seats in its first from 1988.
New Democracy, created in
parliamentary contest.
"The winds of change ... have February, ran on a promise to slash
unfortunately been so strong that taxes and prices.
they blew straight through our party
to one further on the right," said
Carl Bildt, the Moderate Party leader who needs to find a compromise
if he wants to be the next prime
ADVERTISING
minister. His party won 80 seats.
"We cannot continue to govern
INTERN
with such a loss," said Carlsson, 56,
who has been prime minister since
NEEDED
Olof Palme’s assassination in 1986.
Speaker of Parliament Thagc G.
I he Pavilion Shops has ail
Peterson asked Carlsson to stay on
as a temporary caretaker, and
immediate opening for ii
Carlsson agreed.
ambitious, creative, hard
Peterson said leaders of the seven
working Advertising or
parties that won scats in parliament
Public Relations student t,,
suggested in meetings Monday that
Bildt get the first opportunity to
intern this Fall.
form a government. Peterson and
Bildt were to meet Tuesday.
Responsibilities will
"It’s of the utmost importance
include assisting 11w
that a new government is formed as
soon as possible," Peterson said,
Marketing Director in
adding a new Cabinet could be
special
events, promotitn..
by
parliament
Oct.
3
at
the
approved
and media and merchant
earliest.
The Social Democrats have govmninunications. Help
erned Sweden since 1932, except
coordinate the Grand
for an unstable period when three
Opening of San Jose Live!
non -socialist minority governments
and assist in the planning
or coalitions held power from 197682.
of activities for the holidav
season.

EVENING LAW STUDY
I FADING TO JO DEGFIFF
Qualify to take the California Bar Exam while you continue working.
Our Program is deal for your needs, whether you want to change careers
or advance iii your present.
Reasonable Fees
Designed for Working Adults
Classes begin September 3
,t0

LINCOLN UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
2160 LUNDY AVENUE SAN JOSE (4081414-0727

Please send resume
by 9/24 to:
Jennifer L. Munday
Marketing Director
Pavilion Shops
150 S. First Street
Sn Jose, CA 95113
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HONG KONG (AP) - Bolstered by
their sweep of Chinese Communist -backed
candidates in the first direct legislative
election, activists said they would press
Beijing and London to allow more democratic government in Hong Kong.
Martin Lee, chairman of the United
Democrats of Hong Kong, the colony’s
leading liberal party which captured 12 of
18 scats, demanded the Hong Kong government "step into the 20th century and
recognize the will of the people."
Lee, a 53 -year-old lawyer who is considered the conscience of the territory, garnered the most votes, more than 76,(XX), in
the landmark Legislative Council election
-- the first of its kind in 150 years of
British colonial rule.
"Now that we’ve got the mandate of the
people, it’s not up to the government to
dictate opinions to us," Lee told reporters.
"It’s time for London, and Beijing, to take
us seriously."
Lee’s party wants to establish a strong
Hong Kong government that can counter
Chinese attempts to control the territory
after 1997, when Britain hands control of
Hong Kong over to the Communist government in Beijing.
But the British government has at times
appeared to be more concerned with maintaining close tics with Beijing than with
ensuring Hong Kong’s independence.
Sunday’s vote also gave four seats to
affiliated parties and liberal independents,
including one woman. A moderate and a
pro -business conservative won the two
remaining seats.

@ Top cocaine trafficking
suspect surrenders
under amnesty
LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP) - Bolivia’s top
cocaine trafficking suspect has turned himself in under an amnesty program that bars
his extradition to the United States, where
he is under indictment, police said Monday.
Hugo Rivcro Villavicencio surrendered
in the town of Santa Ana on Sunday and
was flown by U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration plane to La Paz, they said.
Rivero Villavicencio, charged in
California with conspiracy to traffick
cocaine, is the fourth suspect to take
advantage of an 120-day amnesty protecting traffickers from extradition. The presidential decree was signed July 29 and set
to expire Nov. 29.
Smugglers in Latin America fear extradition to the United States and prefer to
face the underfunded judicial systems of
their own countries, where judges and
prosecutors can more easily be subverted
through payoffs or threats - or murder.
Officials in Colombia and Bolivia have
offered the partial amnesties with the hope
of peacefully terminating the reign of the
powerful drug lords.
News reports have identified River
Villavicencio, believed to be in his early
405, as the top drug smuggler in this landlocked country in the middle of South

VIENNA, Austria (AP) -- Former East
German spy master Markus Wolf, sought
by German justice officials, has asked for
political asylum in Austria but faces almost
certain expulsion, the Interior Ministry said
Monday.
Interior Minister Franz Loeschnak said
Wolf ..as detained by police Sunday. He
was questioned and released but placed
under restrictions making him available for
questioning at any time.
Security officials on Monday gave a
preliminary rejection of Wolf’s asylum
request, but Wolf has two weeks to appeal
the ruling, Loeschnak’s spokesman Walter
Kratz-er said.
Loeschnak said Wolf was unlikely to
receive asylum and the ministry would
soon issue a decree banning him from
Austria after his asylum request is decided.
Germany is seeking the 68 -year -old
Wolf on espionage charges, but German
Justice Ministry spokesman Juergen
Schmid said an official extradition request
"makes no sense," because political crimes
are not covered by European extradition
agreements.
Wolf served as East Germany’s top spy
from 1958 until he retired in 1987. His
most sensational move was the planting of
a spy in the office of then -West Gerrian
Chancellor Willy Brandt. When the agent’s
cover was blown in 1974, Brandt’s government fell.
The spymaster slipped away to Moscow
as Germany raced toward unification in
October. He left his haven in the Soviet
Union as Moscow grew increasingly
resentful of its Stalinist past and Bonn
pressed for his return.

0 Duck lovers say feeding
ban is for the birds
PLYMOUTH, Mass. (AP) - Some
people say a new town law prohibiting the
feeding of ducks and swans is for the birds.
"This is a case of too much government
interference," said Dorothy Checchi O’Brien. "There’s more democracy at this

time in Russia than there is in the town of
Plymouth."
Plymouth Town Meeting members
voted last week to prohibit the feeding of
ducks, geese and swans, saying the birds
are cluttering the historic Jenny Pond and
Town Brook Corridor. The law takes effect
in March.
Senior citizens look forward to visiting
Jenny Pond and the hundreds of birds living around it, said Checchi -O’Brien.
"They’ll go home brokenhearted," she
said. "I feel sorry for them more than the
ducks at this point."

0 Gates admits he made
’misjudgments’ on
Iran -Contra affair
WASHINGTON (AP) - Robert Gates
said Monday at the opening of confirmation hearings on his nomination as CIA
director that he made "misjudgments" during the Iran -Contra affair and "should have
asked more questions." Skeptical
Democrats accused him of willful ignorance.
Questioning of Gates was dominated by
Iran -Contra, the five -year-old affair that
unfolded while Gates was No. 2 at the
CIA. Now a national security aide at the
White House, Gates was nominated last
July by President Bush to succeed William
H. Webster at the CIA helm.
Gates repeatedly denied he had any
knowledge of the diversion to the
Nicaraguan Contras of profits from the sale
of U.S. arms to Iran before speculation on
such dealing was brought to his attention
on Oct. 1,1986.
The 47 -year-old analyst had made the
same contention during hearings on his
previous nomination to the top CIA post by
President Reagan in 1987 - a nomination
that was withdrawn amid heated questions
about his possible role in the affair. This
time, his denial was offered with contrite
additions.
"I could have and probably should have
acted more aggressively" in trying to find
out more information, Gates said.
In his defense, he told the Senate
Intelligence Committee that during that
period he had been preoccupied with other
developments, such as a coup in the
Philippines and a superpower summit, "and
frankly I didn’t pay much attention" to the
Iran-Contra developments.
"I suspect few people have reflected
more than I have on the Iran -Contra affairs
... but today I want to speak about the misjudgments that I made and the lessons I
learned," Gates told the committee.
"At the same time, I believe that the
actions I did take were well-intentioned

and honest," he said.
But Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D -Ohio,
told him, "You were absolutely surrounded
by the truth - how could you possibly not
know? As No. 2 man at the agency, such
willful ignorance is inexcusable "
Metzenbaum said that in his written
responses Gates had said 33 times that he
couldn’t recall his part in events surrounding the Iran -Contra al-fair. "I hope your
memory improves during the course of
those hearings," the senator said.
Gates indicated that the late CIA director, William Casey, had kept him in the
dark. "There was a certain distance in the
relationship," he said, and also Casey knew
Gates opposed selling weapons to Iran as a
way of gaining the release of Western
hostages.
In addition to the Iran -Contra issue,
some senators have found fault with Gates’
performance as Bush’s No. 2 national security aide at the White House, challenging
the quality of intelligence that Gates, a
Soviet expert, had provided on developments in the Soviet Union.
Specifically, Democrats questioned his
fitness to lead the U.S. intelligence community in light of his failure to predict the
collapse of the Soviet Union - first when
he headed the agency’s analysis branch and
later when he held top CIA jobs.
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NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits. teeth cleaned and Xrays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now. For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 800-6563225

HOMES 14 CONORATULATIONSIII
You MonMoo wearing slush You
are now one of ’THE FEW, THE
PROUD THE HOLMES’
You’re
lucky to have us, Ricky Delta
Stems Pi for life The Holmes

ARE YOU APPLYPIS TO GRADUATE
SCHOOL? Tile Princeton Review
seeks Fret as. Pre-Business and
other prospective graduate stuFREE
dents interested In taking
SAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Call (408) 268-9674 to
make your reservation Call today.

HELP WANTED
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
horn. 2 lima 10 yr/old and blind
4 yr/old. 816 hrs. svft. Mondays.
other hrs vary Flexible with a
student Own trans . references
8550 hr Call Sue at 356-6515.

"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae 8. acido RECEPTIONIST / CLERICAL: Pert.
phew co hard now Special merely time 20 vs /wit Dulles Include
making/saving plan for 1st 5 soror- light typing & answering Stones
ities. frets or groups. Get brain Starting pay $7 00/hr Contact
food/body rebuilding items from Ruth Maionchl 9981822
Viktor In SH 211 or write; Plan 196,
PO Boa 9, S1 CA 95103 Phone
408 254-1447.Free yeast saltiest ASST. MANAGER NEEDED for busy
Valley Fair store Must be dynamic,
mature and have retail experience
Contact Paper Parade, 4762311
OPEN MME
Ask for Wendy
Oh. put God to the test and see
how kind Heist
Honor your father and mother.
tsar you may have laic good life MARKETINO/SALES PIT fleYible
Wart self m011vated Bus major to
You must not murder
work closely w/ Pres of company
You must not commit adultery
Real
business
experience!!!
You most not steal
Grubble T’s 408 911-0599
YOU must not Ile
You must not be greedy
S Cho PO Box 160315
RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE Asst PT.
Crater tiny, CA 95018
M T 1.6 pm %Int phone, organ
hellion skills Lt typing & filing
W/P en reci $6/hr 2963939

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTO INSURANCE
c amp.% insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving 51S1.1 for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for NonGood OrMors*
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Muittcw’
CALI TODAY
296.5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 92
194111 SENTRA.
FOR SALE $2800
408 2688289
SEIZED CARS. Woke, boats
4 *newer’, motornorrws, by FBI,
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 682 7555 1st C1255

FOR SALE
TWIN BED AND MOTIIIISS set
with frme, for $50 Cail 294
5918, day or eve leave massage

MODEL SEARCH el Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion. print and
TV commerciel work For free soil
uation. Call 374-6090

I) How many A.S. director positions
remain unfilled?
7/. How many times was a 65 -year-old
Texas man stung by Africanized bees
last week?
). What place did four SJSU mechanical engineering students place at the
recent
Formula
Automotive
Engineering Competition?
). Who scored in overtime to lift the
Spartans to a 2-1 victory in soccer
over Hayward State?
). How far did a cloud ol smoke
stretch over the Amazon region in
early September?

AVAILABLE!
POSTAL
JOBS
Many Positions Great benefits Call
805 682-7555 Eat P3310
51 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Yost fraternity. sorority. or Other
campus group can earn between
$50461000 In less than I days.
You pay absolutely nothing
Call 1800.7362077 Eat 3
COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff
needed at local resdentrai faciic
ties for young &dual & adolescents
with autism & related disabilities
Fulttifne and Part time positions
available Start $6 00 66.25 ar,
two Call Sherry, 408 4483953
HOUSECLEANING. ERRANDS. per
sonel care, minor home repairs
Quality, reliable. fRxIbirs staff need
ed with rellabh cot Good Pay, her
tire Said stamped, self addressed
envelope to Personal Assistants
Inc PO Box 2134. Santa Clara.
CA 95055-2134 EOE
PART.TIME MORNINGS: Assist
disabled person with personal
care/housework, will train $6 60
$7 00 lv Call 985,8068

FUN BASYSITTER wanted for my
two children. ages 2 5 4. In my
home 10 minutes from school
Approximately 10-15 he per
Including Tues & Thum 8 00 am
TEACHERS S INSTRUCTORS P/T 1 00 pm (with flexibility). $4.00
for elementary schools Degree an hr Pis call Suzanne 9785473.
not required Cell 406 2805068

POP SYSTEMS has job openings
in hightech computer Industry
RETAIL CLERK for small mattress
shop PP 2030 hre./vik 01l to Eminent clentunitY for gradosT(1
any
or
majors,
study at work during slow times marketing
graduating
senior
Call
Jeans 014 $5 ./hr. a bonus. Call
(408) 9440301 for Interest In a
2948149.
full time or part time account
executive position open
TEACHERS/DIRECTCMS NEEDEDI
YMCA school age choocate Flex
hi Nurturing environment 6 ICE ARTIST. REGULAR WORK. Need
units req. Call Monic at 262. erotic (5de) Iln drawings to
Irate a caulks. Paul 984.4003.
3740, 26 pm
CHILDCARE iN OUR los Gatos
home 2 sons. 10 yr/010 and blind
4 yr/o10 816 nrs wa Mond/rya.
Other hrs wary Fikellbie with a stu
dent
Own trans , references
$550 hr Call 9.s it 3568515
UNITED WAY MILD Dryncese in
program P/7 Teacher s ride &
sub positions available flap his
Rae & ECE majors encouraged to
apply All majors accepted Call
Gerstner Children’s Ctr 998 1343

JOIN Till CREW at the Rusty Scup
pen Applications accepted AAF
’2 305 00 1235 Oekrnewl Plow,
SunnyvisM, 245 2911 Convenienth
located off Hwy 101 & newence
Expel See you soon

RIC/P.E. OR CHILD DIV/ED
SWORN Small Workt Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 Preschool 1617 untie [CE
prefened) and 12 schoot age
(rec/P E units 0 k I programs We
have both Nati/nil and Parttime
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 In 1
week Greeks. Flubs. ANYONE. No positions Flesithe hoses available
Our centers are open Sern to 6 pm
risir(8001 1486817 x 50
Esoorlenc preferred but not
required Call 257 7326

ANSWERS:11 Five posiuons remain vacant 21
Re was stung more than 300 times 3) They
placed sixth out vii the (0 colleges competing
4) Spencer Relideau’s goal gave SJSU the win
5) The smoke cloud stretched almost 4,000
miles, From \ unheasiem Brazil west to Pena

Edited by Corey Tresidder
From Assuciatcd Press Wire Sen ices

FAX:
PHONE:
506 S 11th St. Call Dan 295.5256
Please leave a message

START 57 II.00 PER POUR
Day- Swing. Greve shifts Ft/Pt
Weekly pay
Security/Receptkin/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate InterMews
Apply Etam . 5pm, Mon , Fri
Vanguard Security Services
321.2 Scott BMI Santa Clara
(ben Sill Tomas En / Olcott)

REPOSSESSED al IRS Fef
homes available at below market
value Fantastic spares’ You
repair Also SM. bailOut properties. Call 805682.7555
Ext. 51.1513

AVAILABLE OCT. 1.. 2 bedroom.
1 bath Modern appliances Royal
Apts 9th & William 9710869
ROOM FOR RENT. 7 min. from
school. Nice horn. VASA. yard. fur
nished. Nonsmokers only. 6300
utilities Call Matt. 2638550

TEACHER OF PNYSICAL EDUCATION 8. Motor Development for children, 210 12 years Experience
and me required CO/rasters. Inc .
(A08)996-8955

2 DOM..) BATH
Free cable.
secured parking, Quiet Ideal for 4
students Pool table A pirgpong
4th & William 947.0803
UBE NEW 1 BR APTS. Wight
& Wry with AE K. OW, AC Gated
parking, intercom, laundry Two
roommates 0 II Rent $6865850
Also rent rnontnly perking only
Quell. nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 797.4705

HOUSING
SHARE 2

DR./2 SA. luxury condo
Full privileges Pool/spa, laundry
Easy lightrall access SAFE
$395 mu Call 265-1936

2 DORM / 2 BATH APT. 6770
t120 no A 1 Bcarn/1 bath aPit $600. mu 12 ’no lease Walk or
ride blke to school 780S 11th
street Laundry facilities, security
blcig , Cable TV wall Remodeled.
Very clean Call rngr 2889157

SERVICES
LEARN TO FLYI
All levels. ornate through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory flirt for $35 00 Cali
Lim at 14081 7233146 for detail’

MENT FOR RENT 2 bed
room/2 bath, security gates. free
basic cable Stele House Apts

WRITINS. RESEARCH SERVICES.
Ail subjects Paper, thesis deveioM
moot. assistance Qualified writ
ars Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley 1415)841.5036

Quiz

Five correct - news stud.
Three to four - reads USA
Today. One to two - Where
have you been?

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
WOW Processing, Term Pacers
Theses. Graduate Work, APP, &
!Conlon Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
LOW Output
Satisfaction Guwareeed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near swage Mall 2246395
TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PILGE
EILEEN 2761459

WORD PROCESSING - Friendly
horn typist using Word Perfect &
Laser printer Near BoilInger & De
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and Anze Blvd 12 years legal expert
Cruiseships Stunnts also need- mice. Suzanne 44135658
ed Christmas. Spring and Summer
for Amusement Perk employment
Call 805 682 7555 Eat F.1661
AAANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing.,
Resumes, term pipers, theses,
etc Grad & underred ayaoabie
days (eves 8. weekends by spot
IBM Comp / Laser printer
CALL MARCIA 268114411 fOr word
Can Anna 972-4992
Processing with Word Perfect 5 1
and HP Laser II Specialize edifireg.
g, grammar, sentence structure. EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
formatting (ARA. Turatlan, MLA)
familiar with APA/Turabian
Can also edit your 5 1/4 disk in WP
formats Science and Flints
5 0/5 1 of ASCII AssIstince with
POWS Ott Specialty rree spell
all phases of thesis, terns paper, &
check/storage Low-cost noting
resume preparation ESL students and graphics Resumes Iry other
welcome Wiliow Glen area
services mailable
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 2510449

TRAVEL

WORDPROCESSING

924-3282
924-3277

AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
ssoldPrOcessirgi Tenn papers
reports, roup papers, msumes,
letters. theses. lasergr,nter
etc All formats Mite A.
Speltheck, punctuation/ grammar
assistance Au work guaranteed.
Cali RaM 247 2681, barn Bons
for worry free professional
cleskendanie service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION!
CALL EDP SF ittnCE Si
Reports APA
resumes, letters is n10,e
Postscript Laserjet
Affordable, accurate, & fast.
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 pm
Call Evelyn 7708014
CALL UNITA TODAY
for experienced croressional
wordprocessing Theses. teem
OaprIl group (aPeCtS. etc
All formats including APA
Quick return transcription se,
vices available Airing:len / Bran.
ha’. area Phone 264-4504
QUAUTY TYPINO SERVICE
Tern, MOWS, theses, resumes.
wders, reports All formats
Steno sevice Pick up and delivery
for large loth 20 years
estssrienCe MA in English
Call Margaret
8 am to 8 pro at 2516775

DAILY CLASSIRED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

letter.)
CIEJDOCHDOODOODOECIEICHMEICHIJOEJECIDOE1O
ODOODOODOEIClOCHIOCIOCCODOODOCIDEIEE
EJOECIODOCIDOODOODOODOODOCIODOODOO
DOODOCIODOOODEJOEIEDDEODEEDIDOODEME1
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one

Name

AD RATES,

11

TODAY - Sunny skies, partly hazy. Highs in upper 70s to
mid-80s. TOMORROW - Sunny, high of 85. Afternoon winds, NW up to 15 mph.

Former East German
spy master located by
Austrian police

The election was for 18 of the 60 seats
in a council. Twenty-one seats are appointed by the governor and 21 have been chosen by conservative special interest groups,
such as bankers and accountants.

Tuesday, September 17, 1991

SJSU WEATHER:

America.
In an Aug. 28 letter to a local radio station, he denied he was involved in drugs
and described himself as a caule rancher.
The DEA and Bolivian police say
River Villavicencio became a millionaire
by age 21 through drug smuggling, and
describe him as a key contact for the
Colombian cocaine cartels.

0 Hong Kong victors call
for more democracy

III San lose State University

MINIMUM

3

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Amnion

3 lines

$5 00 $600

$670

$740

$800

City State

4 lines

$600 $6 70

$740

$810

$880

5 lines

$700 $740

$810

$880

9980

6 lines

$800 $8 70

$940 $1010 $1080

One
Day

Please check ,/
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

Each additional line $1 00
Each additional day $100

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5 9 lines $70 00* 10 14 hoes $9000
15.19 Imes $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

_ Announcements
Zip

Phoo
I
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Joss, California 95192-0149
Deadline Tsvo
Classthed deck legated inside Wahlquist library North 102
days batona publication Connotive publications dates only
No ’,funds
on cancelled ads

_Automotive
Computers
For Side
Greek
_Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
_ _Typing

Mr..%

12

’lieu/tn.; September 17, 1991

San lose State

SPARIAN DAILY

University

1111111/11111111

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

4mg

altivg angl

834 DOD 090 Int
tom

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why

Ala elc

you should always pack your AT&T Calling Cad. El It’s all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

It the least expensive way to call state-to -state on AT&T when you can’t dial direct. And you’ll he connected to the reliable

service you’ve come to expect from AT&T Li Plus, if you get your Calling Cam’ now you’ll also get a free hour’s worth of

AT&T long distance calling.* And you’ll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of prixlucts and services

designed to save students time and money. -1 The AT&T Calling Cad It the best route to wherever you’re going.

AT&T

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
*et:, dulled ,,,es1 16 .-01161 nyht eful Weekend ,...inrqj based On,. ,..,
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